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Digital, warm and humanized
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Leave your mark as an HR leader and hire the right motivated candidates by redefining digital in the
candidate experience and excellence in your hiring process.

Recruit on attitude and passion

Do you experience one of these challenges?
Employee turnover | Many new hires leave my company in the first months or year, I want people to stay
longer.
New hires don’t fit the team | I have a hard time finding the right candidates that fit my team or
company, I want people that are cultural fits to my company.
No insights in company culture | It’s hard for me to pinpoint my current company culture and to hire
employees fitting my aspired culture: how can I build my aspired workforce in the upcoming years?
Human/Recruiter Bias | I am aware of the bias we have, I would like to use an unbiased solution which
gives my recruiters objective information to make better decisions.
Outdated, inefficient process, how to Digitally Transform | I want to reduce time and costs to hire, the
world around me is changing and getting more digital, I don’t want to miss this boat. How can I update
and digitize my recruitment process that better fits new generations?

Pinpoint the qualities of your candidates that ensure they are cultural adds to your
company.

We make it easy for recruiters to pick the right candidates
For almost any job, behavioral qualities matter more than everything else. Skills without the right attitude
are useless. We measure your candidate’s qualities early in the recruitment process, so your recruiters can
make higher quality selection decisions.

What we measure

Motivation

Confidence

To work for the company

While answering interview questions

Ease under pressure

Stress resilience

Engagement

And task related stress
during cognitive tasks

In challenging situations or
a long term stress indication
over the last 3 months

With your company purpose
and culture

How it works
Using video, we measure core human behavior. We first pinpoint your company and team culture. Then,
through a short and simple scan, we measure the candidate’s qualities. Our scan is interactive, and your
candidate’s will learn about your company’s values and purpose, getting to see what it’s like to work at your
awesome company. They also get a chance to show their motivation and their cognitive capabilities.
The results of each candidate are compared to your company baseline, or aspired company baseline and
reported to your recruiters and the candidate. Our clear reports help your recruiters make smart selection
decisions and give insights and relevant feedback to your candidates.
Your recruiters will use our reports to make objective selection decisions, and you as HR leader will learn
with us over time what qualities are most important in hires that stay and perform in your company.
We offer reliable, trustworthy and an easy to implement solution on the forefront of HR.

92% of users love the experience!

We enable these benefits for you
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You hire people that stay, reducing employee turnover
You improve your candidate experience (digital, short, fun and
employer branded)
You reduce time to hire
You improve the quality of hires and your talent pool
You can study team composition and organizational culture
based on objective data (possible gaps with aspired culture)
You give every candidate honest feedback and personal
learnings
You enable your recruiters to make objective unbiased
decisions
You enable your recruiters to easily assess candidates so they
can spend more time on sourcing

I need my science!
After decades of psychological and neuroscience research and years of our own empirical studies, we have
a large scientific literature database and technical manual, written by our head of R&D, Dr. Marnix Naber,
assistant professor at Utrecht University.

How do we start and how does it work operationally?
1. For you: One meeting about your specific needs and goal, setting up your customized onboarding.
2. For your team: 3 hours of time from one of your recruiters to set it up.
3. Done!

Cool, okay, let’s start!
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